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ABSTRACT
A compact routing algorithm is a  routing algorithm which reduces the space complexity 
of all-pairs shortest path routing. Compact routing protocols in distributed systems have 
been studied extensively as an attractive alternative to the traditional method of all-pairs 
shortest path routing. The use of compact routing protocols have several advantages. Com­
pact routing schemes are not only more memory-efficient, but provide faster routing table 
lookup, more efficient broadcast scheme, and allow for a  more scalable network. These 
routing schemes still maintain optimal or near-optimal routing paths. However, most of 
the compact routing protocols are not fault-tolerant. This thesis will first report the recent 
developments in the compact routing research- Several new methods for compact routing 
in fault-tolerant distributed systems wül be presented and analyzed. The most important 
feature of the algorithms presented in this thesis is that they are self-stabilizing. The self­
stabilization paradigm has been shown to be the most unified and all-inclusive approach to 
the design of fault-tolerant systems. Additionally, these algorithms will address and solve 
several problems left unsolved by previous works. Relabelable and non-relabelable networks 
win be considered for both specific and arbitrary topologies.
m
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
Section 1.1 Distributed Systems
A distributed system is a  interconnected collection of autonomous processes. These 
processes are able to communicate via either a  shared memory or message passing mech­
anism. Algorithms written for distributed systems are called distributed algorithms, since 
they are ‘distributed’ both physically and concurrently over numerous processes.
Distributed systems have several features which differentiate them horn sequential sys­
tems. By definition of a  distributed system, each process is completely autonomous, there­
fore there is no centralized control. Additionally, processes have only a  partial knowledge 
of the global topology and global state of the system. Lastly, synchronization of the net­
work is allowed to fall into several different categories, typically the system may be either 
synchronous or asynchronous.
The use of distributed systems over sequential systems has great many advantages. 
These advantages are especially useful since communication networks continue to play a 
increasingly important and powerful role in today’s society. These advantages include 
increased performance through better usage of system resources and increased reliability 
through replication. Additionally, distributed systems promote increased resource sharing  
and facilitate a more modular design of the network by increasing specialization. Of course, 
these advantages do not come without paying some price. The absence of central con­
trol, lack of global knowledge, and possible asynchrony introduce challenges into the design 
of distributed algorithms, making the distributed world inherently more complicated than 
sequential.
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Section 1.2 Fault-Tolerance
A sophisticated approach to the design of distributed algorithms includes considering 
the chance that nodes and links may fail. Because of the dispersion of processing resources 
in a distributed system, it is desirable to attain a  partial failure property; no matter what 
failure occurs, only part of the system is affected. Fault-tolerant services greatly increase 
the flexibility of a system. Unfortunately, fault tolerance has often been difficult to achieve, 
due to the loosely connected nature of distributed computing.
One of the most inclusive and unified approaches to fault-tolerance in distributed systems 
design is the paradigm of Self-Stabilization [22]. A self stabilizing system regardless of the 
initial state of the nodes and the initial messages in the links, is guaranteed to converge to 
the intended behavior within finite time. Thus the advantages of a self stabilizing algorithm 
include an automatic recovery from illegitimate global states. Self Stabilizing algorithms 
offer one of the most all-inclusive approaches to fault-tolerance and are usefrd protection 
against transient failures, i.e. temporary misbehavior of system components. A good survey 
of the self stabilizing literature can be found in [32].
Many approaches to achieving self stabilization exist. B. Awerbach, B. Patt-Shamir, 
and G. Varghese have given a method of decentralized detection and recovery in [18]. An 
alternative design can directed by closure and convergence. Convergence actions which move 
the system to the proper domain and closure actions which maintain the proper domain 
once achieved. Readers can refer to [16], [17] for details. A new paradigm called counter 
flushing in [35] was introduced by Varghese. Counter flushing achieves self stabilization by 
synchronizing the system using time-stamped messages.
Fault-tolerance is an especially important issue in the design of network routing proto­
cols since the topology changes due to the link/node failures and repairs. Several papers 
have been written in the area of self-stabilizing spanning tree construction [17,19,21,24,25]. 
Self stabilizing shortest path problem has been studied in [36]. An optimal self stabilizing
R eproduced with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
shortest path tree construction is presented in [15,33]. Self-Stabilizing topology update 
problem also got attention [19,23,26,30].
Section 1.3 The Routing Problem
Routing in distributed systems can be described as locally constructing at each 
processor i  a uniform function r ( i)  s.t. given an input destination and a  received message, 
the output image of r( i)  is a  suitable neighbor of processor i  to forward the message to. 
The routing problem is one of the most fundamental in communication networks.
The qualify of a  routing scheme is measured by several factors. In order to reduce 
the time of delivery and maximize throughput of the system, a  routing function that uses 
the least number of hops is highly desirable. Additionally, the topology of the network 
can be arbitrary, hence it is useful to consider universal schemes that apply to  all network 
topologies. Lastly, the size of the network may become very large, thus it often becomes 
becomes practical to consider compact routing methods. These compact routing schemes are 
capable of lower memory requirements independent of network size. So these schemes allow 
the network to be more scalable to possible future expansion. In summation, the quality of 
a routing function can be evaluated by its memory requirements, length of routing paths, 
and the extent of topologies to which it is well-defined.
Many researchers have achieved important results that have helped characterize the 
nature of the routing problem. It is additionally noted that currently there are a wide 
variety of routing algorithms in existence.
A classic solution to the routing problem is the use of all-pairs routing tables. The idea 
here is to store at each node an entry for each possible destination that indicates the next 
neighbor to forward the message to. The use of routing tables is an universal scheme that 
uses shortest paths, but requires 0 {n log{n)) at each node.
All routing methods share the same property given by the example of all-pairs routing
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tables. This property is that there exists some trade-off among the desirable qualities of any 
routing algorithm. The disadvantage of the high memory requirements of routing tables led 
to the development of ‘compact routing’ schemes that are efficient in memory requirements, 
very simple algorithmically and can be implemented with a very small amount of hardware 
in comparison with routing tables. However, these schemes are typically ■partial routing 
schemes that are not well-defined on all topologies. Additionally, compact routing schemes 
often use a  path length that is greater than optimal. Awerbach, et. al. [13] introduced a 
very usefiil term for describing less than optimal paths, called stretch factor which is the 
maximum ratio between the cost of a  route computed by a scheme and that of a  cheapest 
path connecting the same pair of nodes.
It has been formally proven that universal schemes where relabeling of nodes is not 
allowed for a network of size n  with maximum degree d  require ©(nlog(d)) at each node [1]. 
Furthermore, it has been shown that for universal schemes and for any constant e : 0 < 
e <  I, n(nlog(d)) is required locally for n ' routers even if the stretch factor is allowed to 
be at most two [2]. This result improved upon a  previous result that states that îî(n^) is 
required in total for routing schemes using length of path at most two times optimal [3]. 
Peleg and Upfal have also shown in [4] that for any stretch factor s : 2 < s <  16 requires 
Q(7i 57+4). Therefore, if optimal path length of prime importance, it appears routing tables 
are the best solution for arbitrary topology networks where nodes may not be relabeled.
Hence, to construct a compact routing algorithm, we have three alternatives:
•  Use a fixed topology.
•  Settle for a stretch factor greater than 2.
•  Assume we can relabel the nodes.
Typically, compact routing schemes do a t least one of the above. This thesis will investigate 
each of these alternatives.
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CHAPTER 2 
SELF-STABILIZING HIERARCHICAL ROUTING
The hierarchical routing protocol represents a  compromise between the high space 
complexity of an all-pairs shortest path routing algorithm [20] and a routing algorithm 
which does not support routing between all pairs of nodes or one which routes along a 
path with a distance much higher than optimad. This model has applications in important 
distributed computing areas such as ATM networks. The hierarchical model divides the 
network in portions, so that the space complexity required for the storage of the routing 
tables, cost of broadcast and other topological update tasks will be much more efficient. A 
segment of a node network layer address is devoted to which portion' of the network that 
the node belongs to, while another distinguishes destinations within that portion. As an 
example, the post office essentially uses hierarchical addresses. The first step to routing wUl 
be to get the letter to the correct country, per say to Prance. The next step will be to get 
the letter to the relevant district within Ranee.
This chapter presents an algorithm of the well-known hierarchical routing model 
supporting fault-tolerance under the self-stabilization paradigm. Hierarchical routing model 
provides a less expensive algorithm compared to the traditional all-pairs routing algorithms. 
This algorithm benefits from the lower memory requirement, faster routing table lookup, 
and less costly broadcast exemplified by hierarchical routing and yet maintains routing 
capability of all pairs of connected nodes even in the presence of faults, such as link/node 
failures and repairs and and corruption of program variables. Additionally, this algorithm 
solves the problem of area partition where nodes that are supposed to be in the same subset 
of the network become isolated apart by link or node failure. Being self-stabUizing, starting 
from an arbitrary state (with possibly corrupted routing tables), the protocol is guaranteed
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to reach a  configuration with routing tables containing valid entries in a finite time. The 
protocol automatically updates the shortest paths in the face of dynamically changing link 
weights. The proposed protocol dynamically allocates/ deallocates storage for the routing 
information as the network size changes. The algorithm works on an arbitrary topology 
and under a  distributed daemon model.
Section 2.1 Previous Work
The hierarchical routing model is a compact routing algorithm first formally presented 
in [27,28]. Refinement of this model can be seen in [31]. The distributed hierarchical 
routing algorithms are presented in [27,28,31]. Lentfert, et. al. [29] defined a new distance 
metric, called hierarchical distance to present distributed hierarchical routing protocols. 
This distance metric leaves out the details of a path that are inside the domains of which 
the source node has no knowledge of. In earlier works [27,28], the distance is measured in 
terms of the least number of hops between two nodes. Awerbach, et. al. [13] introduced 
a very usefiil term, called stretch factor which is the maximum ratio between the cost of a 
route computed by a scheme (like the hierarchical routing protocol) and that of a cheapest 
path connecting the same pair of nodes. This paper introduces two families of routing 
protocols, called hierarchical covering pivots and hierarchical balanced schemes.
None of the above-mentioned papers on hierarchical protocols is self-stabilizing. The 
algorithm presented in this paper is a self-stabilizing implementation of the hierarchical 
routing model. This algorithm will support faults causing node and link failures and ad­
ditions. Additionally, faults which cause area-partitions (c.f. Section 2.4.1) are allowed by 
this algorithm.
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Section 2.2 Model and Notations
A (distributed system) network of n  nodes can be modeled as a  graph G{V,E), 
where V  =  {ui, ...,Un} is the set of nodes (or vertices) in the network and E  is the 
set of edges (links). At any instant, each node is either up or down. The set of up nodes is 
maintained by an underlying protocol.
Each node has an unique identifier. To facilitate a m-level hierarchically divided graph, 
identifiers are defined as a  (m-f-l)-tuple of the form <  areaJdm, ■ ..a re a J d \,. .  .area Jdo >. 
areajdo indicates the localmost id. Each node i  can be thought of as a singular area 
composed of only itself. For notational convenience, the highest level, level m, is a  singular  
area that all nodes belong to. i.Area\l\ is used to indicate the areaJdi a t node i. The model 
supports composite atomicity so that a  node can read the value of its and its neighbors’ 
variables and writes its registers in a single atomic step. The asynchrony of the system by 
introducing a  distributed daemon execution model; if a  distributed daemon is present, at 
any time, any subset of the set of privileged processes may move.
The algorithm executed by a process has the following form:
(rule)
{rule}
Each rule has the form :
{guard) —>■ {action)
A guard is a boolean expression over the variables owned by the node and those of 
its neighbors. An action results in an assignment to one or more of the variables owned 
by the node executing the action. When, in a node z, one or more guards are satisfied, i 
non-deterministically executes one of the corresponding actions; as written by Dijkstra [22], 
that node enjoys or has a  privilege and may make a move.
A local state of processor i  is defined as a description of the variables of i. A global state
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8is the set of all local states. A computation step is the atomic execution of an eiction at a 
single processor. A computation is a sequence of computation steps.
A problem specification S P  is a description of objectives. A legitimacy predicate CP 
for protocol P  is a  list of boolean predicates specified with respect to global state of P, that 
when satisfied, invariantly satisfies S P  in all computations of P . Protocol P  is said to be 
self-stabilizing if the following two conditions hold invariantly:
Convergence: Starting from an arbitrary global state, any computation of P  reaches a global 
state such that CP  is satisfied within a  finite amount of time.
Closure: Any computation step taken while CP is satisfied leaves CP  satisfied.
Section 2.3 Hierarchical Routing
The problem solved in this chapter is to compute a  hierarchical routing table at each 
node which will eventually have valid routing information: the tables will not contain 
the information about the unreachable nodes in the network; the tables will contain the 
shortest distance to a destination node and the id of the next node in the shortest path to 
the destination. The algorithm will handle the area partitioning problem (see Section 2.3.1) 
and automatically adjust to the change of topology and link weights.
The algorithm presented in this paper will generate a  routing table using the hierarchical 
routing model. The hierarchical routing model provides a compromise between the optimal 
routing and minimal storage space. A primary objective of this model is to reduce the 
amount of routing information computed and stored at each node while maintaining a 
near-optimal routing scheme which wiU allow routing messages between all pairs of nodes 
in the network.
The hierarchical scheme groups the nodes of the network into areas. Each area is a 
subset of the nodes of the network. Every node belongs to exactly m areas in a hierarchi-
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cal network. In a fault-free network, all areas are mtemally connected. The fundamental 
components that define a hîerachîcally divided network are defined below:
Definition 2.1 Nodes i  and k  are l-similar nodes if^Vq : g > 1 : i.Areo[ç] =  k.Areo[g)}.
Definition 2.2 A link ( i,j)  is an l-intemal link i f  and only i f i  and j  are l-similar nodes.
A path is an l-intemal path iff all links in the path are l-intemal.
As already observed, the general strategy of hierarchical routing is for each node to 
store a proper subset of all nodes. To meet this objective, each superset of 1-intemally 
connected components is treated at level 14-1 as single node. Additionally, at each level I 
of the area hierarchy, each node i  only maintains a routing table entry for each superset of 
(l-l)-simileir nodes (called a desirable set) that are on a l-intemal path from i. For example, 
node i stores all level 0 similar nodes (each superset being a single node at most) reachable 
via only level 1 internal links, all level 1 supersets reachable via only level 2 internal links, 
etc. Details that are embedded inside a desirable set are effectively hidden from node i. 
Note a  hierarchical path between two nodes in a hierarchically divided graph is well-defined 
if it uses a series of non-increasing l-intemal layers, i.e. each link that is l-intemal to the 
destination is followed by a /o-intemal link with Iq <  I.
Routing messages in a hierarchically divided network is complicated by the fact that 
a single table entry may represent several nodes. To send a message between nodes, the 
source routes using the lowest level I in the hierarchy such that the destination and source 
are l-similar. For example, if node s = <  / ,  A, e, 10 > wanted to send to < /, A, / ,  44 > then 
level 2 (id A) would be used to send from area e to the closest node k  in area /  from node 
s. Node k  will then use a l-intemal path to route to the destination. Thus, it is possible 
to route messages between all pairs of connected nodes in a hierarchical network without 
storing all nodes at each destination.
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Section 2.4 Fault-Tolerant Hierarchical Routing
The algorithm presented in this thesis will generate an hierarchical routing table at 
each node which will eventually (in a  finite time) have valid routing information in spite 
of transient errors. Faults may result in a situation in which an  area is partitioned. This 
situation is defined and discussed in detail in Section 2.4.1.
Since the algorithm supports a  changing network configuration it requires the use of 
dynamically allocated memory. This is discussed in Section 2.4.2. The self-stabilizing 
hierarchical routing algorithm is divided into two modules. The algorithm to create and 
maintain the hierarchical routing tables is given in Section 2.5. Finally, Section 2.6 describes 
how the enhanced routing tables generated by the table maintenance can be used to route 
messages.
Section 2.4.1 Area Partitioning
Since link and node failures are permitted in the network, the algorithm must consider 
the case where l-similar nodes are not 1-intemally connected. If this occurs, the area is 
said to be partitioned. An area which has been partitioned can be said to be divided into 
sub-areas. The 1-sub-area to which a node belongs is the set of all nodes, including itself, 
which are reachable using only l-intemal links. Using this definition, it is clear that an 
unpartitioned area is also a  sub-area. A more formal definition of a  sub-area is given below:
Definition 2.3 For every node i in the network, the l-sub-area o f i (denoted by 5_A(z)[l]j 
is the set o f all nodes, including i, connected to i by an l-intemal path (c.f. Definition 2.2). 
This set can be recursively defined as:
s j ^ m ]  = {*■}
S’_i4(z)[Z] =  5_A(z)[Z] U (x  e  V\x.Area\l\ =  i.Area\l\ A (3y € 5_A(z)[Z]((x,y) €  F)}
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The algorithm presented in this paper attempts to route messages in the event of failures 
which cause an area partition. The fault-tolerant routing table at each node stores one 
entry for each 1-sub-area in the network that is a  desirable set, which includes sub-areas 
of partitioned areas: namely those desirable sets that are l-s im ila r  and yet have the same 
(1-1) area number. As an additional example, if a level 2 area which we’ll call B  becomes 
partitioned into two sub-areas then level 3 will maintain a path between the both of them 
if possible. If level 3 cannot do so, then level 3 must also be partitioned. All nodes belong 
to level m, so a t some level in the hierarchical structure a path knowledge is maintained 
between all nodes of area B. Of course at whatever level I that is, both sub-areas will 
be both I and {I — 1) similar. In a fault-tolerant system it is easy for such a situation of 
several 1-sub-areas to exist each having the area id Z — 1. To avoid a possible ambiguity, the 
algorithm must be able to distinguish between these sub-meas. This can be accomplished by 
exploiting the fact that every node has a  unique identifier. The table maintenance algorithm 
elects a leader for each sub-area in the network, and the identifier of the leader is used as 
the sub-area identifier.
Section 2.4.2 Dynamic Memory Allocation
The algorithm presented in this paper will support events in which nodes are added 
to or removed from the network. At each node, the algorithm stores routing information 
for every node within the same sub-area and for every sub-area within the network. This 
gives a state space of the 0{n), where n is the number of node in the network. Since n 
may change during algorithm execution, the state space of the algorithm cannot be fixed in 
advance. Thus the algorithm must be able to dynamically allocate additional storage for 
the routing information as the network size increases.
Due to the dynamic allocation of memory, cases will arise where routing information for 
an recently added node has not been stored in the routing table. This can complicate the
R eproduced with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
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presentation of the code, if the code must always determine if a  routing table entry exists 
before it can be examined or modified by the algorithm. However, this complication is not 
significant to the functioning of the algorithm and it can be abstracted out with two simple 
assumptions which give a  simple notational convention which allows clearer presentation of 
the code of the routing table maintenance algorithm.
Assumption 2.1 I f  an entry does not exist in the routing table, and the code attempts to 
make an assignment to that non-existent entry, then the entry is created in the routing table 
before the assignment is made.
Assumption 2.2 I f  an entry does not exist in the routing table, and the code attempts to read 
the value stored in that entry, then the apparent value read will be e. The only necessary 
property for e is that e cannot be an element o f the domain o f the variable being read.
The use of these two assumptions can be justified by the fact that they will allow sim­
plification of the notation when writing the rules. Without these assumptions, many rules 
in the code would need to be split into multiple rules and the rules would be more complex. 
This can be shown by comparing two versions of a code fragment used in the routing table 
maintenance algorithm. One version of the code which does not use the assumptions and 
one version which uses the assumptions are given below. The code fragment shown below 
stabilizes a node’s distance to itself(stored in the variable D st, (%)[!]) to zero.
If the code presented in this paper does not use Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2, then the code 
must first verify the existence of the variable Dsti(z)[Z] before reading it or writing to it. 
For this purpose the frmction TABLE(£)stj(2)[Z]) is defined to return true if and only if the 
variable £>sf,-(z)[Z] exists in the internal routing table. The code fragment is shown below:
/* Create and stabilize the distance value for self */
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RIA :: ~  TABLE(£>st,-(i)[Z]) — )■
Create Dstiii) in routing table;
Dsti(i)[l] := 0;
/*  Stabilize the distance value for self */
RIB :: TABLE(£>sti(i)[Z]) A {DsU{i)[l] ^  0) — >
:=  0;
With the Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2, the code fragment can be expressed in a more concise 
form. This version of the code fragment can be written as a  single rule which is simpler 
than the code given above. This code is shown below:
/* Stabilize the distance value for self */
R1 :: (Dsti(z)[Z] 7  ^0) — >
Ds£t(z)[Z] :=  0;
Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 will be used hereforth without further discussion.
Section 2.5 Routing Table Maintenance Algorithm
This section gives the code for generating and maintaining the routing tables for the 
fault-tolerant hierarchical routing algorithm. The routing tables store the distance for each 
entry in the table and an entry which stores the id  of a best neighbor to use when routing 
a message to that destination. Additionally, each level elects a leader of each sub-area A 
leader at level Z provides a destination label for (1-f-l) similar nodes to connect to.
A nice feature of our routing table maintenance algorithms is that link weights can 
be changed dynamically and the algorithm will stabilize using local checking and local
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correction [18, 34].
The notation Max_Diam[2] indicates a  limit of the maximum path cost of an l-intemal 
path in the network at any time. This constant is needed to allow the algorithm to detect 
node failures and allows invalid entries to be removed from the routing tables (this is similar 
to using a timeout to detect link failures).
Two sets are defined below to simplify presentation of the algorithm. It is worth noting 
that the set must be computed each time a guard is evaluated or an action is executed if the 
set is referred to in that rule. The set iLiV’6rsi(A:)[Z] is the set of neighbors of i  which are 
l-similar to i  and which have an entry in their 1-level routing table which stores the distance 
to node fc. Notice that the set R-Nbrsi{k)[l] (see below) only contains nodes which are in 
the same area as i  and which are connected by an l-intemal link. By Definition 2.3 it can be 
seen that ÆJV6rs,-(fc)[/] is a  subset of the sub-area of i  (5_A(i)[Z]). The set MinJIbrsi{k)[l] 
is the subset of nodes in iîJVhrs,(k)[Z] which are on a m inimal l-intemal path from node i 
to S_A(A:)[/] that is less than or equal to Max-Diam[l\. The variable Dsti(fc)[Z] stores the 
distance of the shortest l-intemal path from node i  to 5_A(fc)[/]. Nxti{k)\l] stores the node 
id of a l-similar neighbor of i which is on a shortest l-intemal path from node i to S_A(fc)[Z].
Section 2.5.1 Variables and Macros
RJV6rSi(A:)[Z] =  {x : (x € Nbrsi) A (Dsfy(k)[Z] #  e) A {k.Area[l] =  i.Area[t\)} 
MinJ^brs{k)[l] =  {x € RJV6rs(t)[Z] : ((Dstx(A;)[Z] + wt{i,x)) < MaxJDiam[l]) A 
((Dst*(fc)[Z] -hwt{i,x)) =  miny6;%jvbr3(t)M(Z)gfy(k)[Z] +  wZ(z,y)))}
LDRi( l) {  
if (1 =  0) 
return i;





Section 2.5.2 Algorithm Rules
parameter I 1  m
/*  Elect a  leader for the sub-area and store in Ldr,- * /
RO :: Ldr,[Z] ^  min{x e  V  : (Z?st,-(x)[Z] #  e) A (x.Area[Z] =  i.Area[Z])} — y 
Ldri\l\ =  min{x €  V  : (Datf(x)[Z] 7^  e) A (x.Area[Z] =  i.Area[Z])}
/*  Stabilize the distance value for self */
R1 :: Dsti{LDR{l -  1))[Z] 7^ 0 —+ DsU{LDR{l -  1))[Z] :=  0;
/*  Stabilize the next variable for self */
R2 :: Nxti{LDR{l -  1))[Z] 7  ^i  —> Nxti{LDR{l -  1))[Z] :=  z;
/^Update the distance value */
R3 :: (3A: : k  7^  L D R (l—l) : 3 j  € Af'znJV’&rs,-(fc)[Z]) A(Z?sti(fc)[Z] 7  ^(£>sty(fc)[Z]-{-u;t(z',j))) 
Dsti(fc)[Z] :=  Dstj(A:)[Z] -f-îi;É(z',y);
/*  Update best neighbor from z to k */
R4 :: (3 t : k  ^  LD R(l — 1) : 3j € Afz'nJV6rsi(A:)[Z]) A (ZVxt%(A:)[Z] 0  Afz’nJV6rs,-(fc)[Z]) —  
iVxti(fc)[Z] := j;
/*  Remove the distance entry for an invalid node k */
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R5 :: (3k : k ^  LDR(l — 1) : £)stf(fc)[Z] 5^  e) A (Min-Nbrsi(k)\l\ =  (j>) — y 
Remove Dsti(k)[l] from the routing table;
f*  Remove the best neighbor entry for an invalid node k  */
R6 :: (3Ar : t  #  LDR(l -  1) : Nxti(k)[l] ^  e) A (MinJIbrSi(k)[l] =<!>)—^
Remove Nxti(k)[[\ from the routing table;
The rules given above can be described informally. Rule RO elects the node in the 
sub-area of i  with the lowest id as the leader of that sub-area. Rule R l ensures that the 
node always shows the distance to its own 1-sub-area to be zero. Rule R2 fixes the next 
best neighbor from i to own 1-sub-area to be itself. It should be understood that k  is used 
as a dynamic label for 5_A(A;)[/] and does not necessarily indicate the actual node id of 
the node that the best hierarchical path from i  connects to. It is also important to note 
that although the choice of k is non-deterministic, k  always corresponds to an entry that 
is already in a routing table. Rule R3 updates the distance from i  to k  when the current 
value of Z)sti(A:)[Z] differs from the best distance. Rule R4 updates best neighbor pointer for 
a path from i to Nxti(k)[l] when the current best neighbor is not on a m inim al l-intemal 
path from i  to S_A(fe)[l]. Rules R5 and R6 remove the routing entries for node k  if there is 
no l-intemal path from node i to 5_<4(A:)[Z].
Section 2.6 Message Routing
The algorithm presented in this paper will generate a  fault-tolerant hierarchical routing 
table. Since the algorithm supports area partitioning, the standard algorithm for routing 
using an hierarchical routing table is insufficient when attempting to route messages in the 
event of an area partition.
The routing algorithm presented here assumes that the routing tables have already
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stabilized to correct values. If the routing tables have not stabilized, then the values of the 
routing tables are not clearly defined and it cannot be guaranteed that proper routing will 
occur.
A node can determine if an area is partitioned by examining the routing table. The 
routing table will store one entry for every desirable set in the network. If the routing 
table contains exactly one sub-area entry for an area, then the area is not partitioned, 
otherwise more than one entry in the routing table for a  single area indicates that that area 
is partitioned.
Consider a  case where a  node i  which wishes to send a  message to a  node k. If node k  is 
in a partitioned area A, then i  cannot know which sub-area (if any) contains node fe. The 
best choice for node i is to send a message to every sub-area which might contain node k  
(every sub-area with a  leader similar to node k). If the area of node k  is not partitioned, 
then a  single message is sent to the sole sub-area with a leader similar to node k.
Pseudo code is given below to show how messages are routed using the fault-tolerant 
hierarchical routing tables. The first code segment given below shows how a node z, which 
originates a message msg  for destination node k, will route the message. Following this is 
code showing how a message is forwarded along a hierarchical routing path.
It is noted that the routing algorithm presented here could conceivably result in a 
high message complexity. However, for simplicity of presentation and lack of space, this 
issue is simply ignored. A more message efficient algorithm can conditionally check if the 
neighbor the message was received Grom sent the message at the same level the current 
node is intending to send the message at. If not, no new information at this node exists 
concerning area partitions and only one message needs to be sent regardless of the status 
of area partitions in the network.
L Seti{k)  =  the set of table entries at node i minimally l-simHar to k.
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Receive message (k,m sg)
U{L^et{k,l)=(i>)
Nack/Discard msg'.
Else If (fc =  i)
Deliver msg'.
Elise
VAr €  LJSet(k) :
Let I be of minimal value s.t. Nxti{k)[l] ^  4> 
Send {k,msg) to
A lower layer in the network protocol handles verification of message delivery. The 
statement Nack/Discard is written when a node k  decides that the message cannot be 
delivered with the current addressing and routing information at node k. The verification 
performed by the lower layer might send a negative acknowledgment, discard the message, 
or perform some other action; however this is beyond the scope of this thesis. The routing 
algorithm can be adapted to support a mixed hierarchical and non-hierarchical network. 
If the network is mixed, then messages solely remaining within the hierarchical or non- 
hierarchical networks are routed using standard routing mechanisms. If a message passes 
between networks, then it must pass through a  bridge such that the node on one side of 
the link is in the hierarchical network and the node on the other side of the link is in 
the non-hierarchical network. These bridge nodes in both networks must have additional 
instructions defining how address translation must occur to pass messages from one network 
to another. If this is true, then bridge node needs only to translate the message and then 
pass it across the bridge, where it will be routed normally by the network on the other side 
of the bridge.
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Section 2.6 Proofe of Correctness of HR Algorithm
The problem has been informally in Section 2.3. For the proofe of correctness, a  formal 
definition, is here constructed.
Definition 2.4 The hierarchical routing problem is to satisfy the following:
Each node i  E V  has a table entry describing a minimal l-intemal path to l-sub-area k  
iff k is reachable using a l-intemal path from  iS_A(z)[l].
The next step is to define a correct global state of the network. In doing do, it is argued 
if the predicate E x  is satisfied in finite time in all possible computations then the algorithm 
presented in this thesis solves the hierarchical routing problem.
h  = {Vi e  F, VI : Dsti{LDRi\f -  1])[1] =  0 A N xti{LD R i^ -  1])[1] =  LDIUff -  I]} 
h  =  {VI, Vi €  K, Vfc e  5 ^ (i)[/] : k  #  L D R i^  -  1] :
(3j : j  6  MinJ^brsi{k)[l] : Dsti{k)[l] =  £>sty(A:)[l] 4- w t{i,j) A iVxti(fc)[l] =  j)}  
h  = {VI, Vi € V, Vfc ^ S ^(i)M  : £>s£i(A:)[Z] =  e A lVa:ti(Ar)[/] =  e} 
h  = {Vi, Are V y i  : 5 ^ (i)[ /]  =  SJi{k)[l] ldn[l\ =  Wrfe[Z]}
C x =  I l  A I2 A  I3 A  I4
It win proven that C x  stabilizes by proving that each invariant stabilizes individually. 
The definitions for the preceding invariants are justified by mentioning a minimum number 
of intuitively disjoint cases. The distance and next variables both are either the special 
value e or are correct values unequal to e  indicating a m inim um  l-intemal path to Ar. The 
leader variable of level I has self-stabilized if it is the same for each node in the same 1-sub­
area. The distance and next values are to the self or they are not, and need to be defined 
differently in each case.
The invariants can be informally described as follows: h  is interpreted as meaning a 
node’s distance to its own area is always 0 and i stores itself as the next its hierarchical
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path. I 2  indicates that if there exists a  l-intemal path from i to k, both and
iVxtt(A;)[Z] contain valid entries. The meaning of I3  is that if k  and i  are not in the same 
1-sub-area, node i  does not keep A: in its routing table. I 4  is interpreted as if two nodes i 
and k  are in the same 1-sub-area if and only if they have the same node id as their sub-area 
leader.
First the proof is motivated by the following discussion. The proof of the algorithm is 
intuitively a proof on the number of levels. The proof of the basis step, however, depends 
on whether or not any execution sequence that contains only levels 2 through m  is always a 
finite computation. If that is left unproven before the basis step is completed, it can always 
be claimed that level 1 starts from an illegitimate state and never converges because the 
deamon never schedules it, infinitely choosing some subset of the levels 2 through m.
With the preceding paragraph in m ind, the outline of the proof is as follows. In sim­
plistic terms, the first step is to let mo equal the lowest level is that is never forced out 
of the execution sequence by a scheduler running a non-terminating computation. More 
specifically, let mo equal the lowest level that appears infinitely often at any processor that 
appears infinitely often in the computation of the algorithm. If the computation of the 
algorithm is finite, then mo is the lowest level that appears in the computation. There must 
exist a  mo since number of levels is finite. It is first proven that mo stabilizes for level mo 
only for each of the four invariants. Then it can easily be argued that the choice of mo is 
without loss of generality, in the final, inductive proof of the algorithm.
As previously noted, the details of lower levels are hidden from the higher levels. Level 
mo — 1 influences mo only by providing a set of possible destinations for mo (the set of 
leaders). For level I, it should be intuitively clear that this set is only nodes that are in 
the network, others cannot hold a distance value of 0 in the network to avoid the count 
up to Max-Diam limit. This will proven formally shortly. So if all levels less than some 
mo between I and m eventually stop (or possibly no such levels), it follows of course mo
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only considers a  limited set of destinations already in some routing table in the network or 
actually in the network and nothing else. Since no level less than mo is in the computation 
the set of destinations has essentially settled. Note the case when a  node creates its own 
routing table entry is clearly closed. So the algorithm, if correct, will run in a similar way 
to a  1-level all-pairs shortest paths algorithm with the only difference being that several 
paths can be constructed to the same destination sub-area.
Once it has been proven that the algorithm stabilizes for level mo, we construct an 
iterative proof from mo to m  using the same logic that shows that the computation must 
always be finite, it is possible to construct a  final inductive proof from 1 to m that the 
algorithm is self-stabilizing.
Lemma 2.1 The set o f states I \  is self-stabilizing under system execution.
Proof: Consider arbitrary node i  G V. Only rule R1 and R2 can be enabled at node i, for 
i =  LDR\rnQ — 1]. Thus, h  is closed and converges. □
Lemma 2.2 The set o f states 1% is closed under system execution.
Proof: The obligation is to show that for each state s in fg and for each action enabled at s, 
executing the assignment statement of the action in s yields a state in /o. This obligation 
is met as follows.
Assume the system is in state s.t. (3 j €  MmJV6rSi(fc)[mo] : {Dsti{k)[mo] =  Dsty(fc)[mo]-H 
w t(i,j)) A {Nxti{k)[mo] = j)) .  Note that only execution of R5 and R6 can violate A. Ob­
serve MinJV&rs,(Ar)[mo] ^  thus no rule is enabled at i, and thus is closed. □
The invariants are defined such that the set of nodes is divided into two cases. A 
destination node is either in the same subnetwork as the source or it is not. This is done 
because the definition of D st in these two cases is unrelated. It is proven that a node 
properly stabilizes hierarchical routing paths that they should have first. Then it is proven
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that a  node does not have entries that they that are not interested in. These are disjoint 
cases that do not affect one another. I t should be mentioned that one cannot stabilize if it 
is infinitely working on the other. It will be shown that both stabilize, therefore, neither 
case could possibly be starved by a unfair scheduler.
The proof of fg is, as expected, an inductive proof on the number of hops firom desti­
nation sub-area k  to each node in The proof is simple, but first the definition
given next must be understood.
Definition 2.5 Let P{k) for destination k  equal the set of nodes in 5_A(fc)[mol for which
1. I2  holds
2. every distance value in P{k) is less than any distance in S_A(fc)[mo] \  P{k).
Lemma 2.3 /g converges in finite time.
Proof: The proof is an inductive argument starting from k  on the number of hops as follows: 
Vf G 5_A(A:), there exists an internal path between i and k  by Definition 2.3. Let x  be 
not in P(fc) but adjacent to P{k). R3 or R4 must be enabled at x if /g is not satisfied by 
definition of P. By an induction hypothesis, /g converges. □
The proof of convergence I 3  hinges on demonstrating that an entry k  not in the same 
1-sub-area as i  will be forced by continued execution of R3 to increase past Max_Diam[mo]-
Definition 2.6 Let Af(fc) equed the set of nodes having table entry k  that is not in its 
mo-sub-area, in its routing table.
Definition 2.7 Let MVal(Jk) equal the minimum value of distance vedues tedcen over M{k).
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Lemma 2.4 Iz converges.
Proof: If i  and k  are not mo-similar then clearly we are done, as only R5 or R6 can be 
enabled. First note that M Val{k) cannot decrease because link weights are positive. Next 
observe that for arbitrary node x  E M {k) there are two cases, 
case 1: M inJV6rsi(fe)[mol #  <f>
X executes R3 or R4 and M Val{k) remains non-decreasing, 
case 2: AfinJV6rSi(fc)[mo] =  <f)
X executes R5 or R6 . M Val{k) remains non-decreasing.
Since the two cases apply to each node in M {k), either MVal{k) remains increasing or 
M{k) becomes equal to <f>. Thus, M Val{k) increases to maximum possible without exceed­
ing Maar_jDzam[mo] unless all nodes have removed k  from their routing table. Eventually 
then each node in S-A{i) has M in.Jfbrsi{k) — cf>. Only R5 or R6 is left enabled for these 
nodes. □
Lemma 2.5 The set o f states Iz is closed under system execution.
Proof: Assume that the system is in a  state sq in Iz where (Vfc : ((A: 6  5 _A(i)[7no]) A (Vx E 
5_A(f)[mo] : Dstx{k)\mo\ ^  e). Then clearly Vx 6 5_A(f)[mo] : M inJV 6rsf(Ar)[mo] ^  4> 
unless i  =  LDRi(k)[mo]. Thus R5 or R6 cannot be enabled.
Note that R5 and R6 are the only rules which can remove an entry from the routing 
table of i. So, the entry for k  will not be removed from the table of i. By Definitions 2.2 
and 2.3, k  remains in the sub-area 5_A(i)[mo].
Next assume that the system is in a  state si in Iz where (VA:,Vi,Vx E 5-A(i)[mo] : 
((A: ^  5_A(i)[mo]) A {Dstx{k)[mo] ^  e)) => {Min-Nbrsi{k)[mo] =  <^ ). Therefore R3 is not 
enabled.
Since R3 is the only rule which can add ein entry (Dst,(Ar)[moj) for k  in the table of i, 
the entry for Z)sti(A;)[mo] will not be made and k remains outside the sub-area S_A(f)[mo].
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The analysis of the iVa;t,-(A:)[mo] variable follows the same pattern. □
Definition 2.8
sz =  (VAr G V  : ((5_A(f)[mo] =  S_A(Ar)[mo]) A {Ldn^ma] ~  Ldrk\pno\)))
«4 =  (VAr G V  : ((5_A(t)[Tno] /  5_A(Ar)[mo]) A (Lrfri[mo] ^  Ldrfc[mo]))).
Lemma 2.6 The set o / states I4  is closed under system execution.
Note that the Idr variables are modified only by the rule RO. Assume that the system 
is in a  state S3. By I 2 , (VAr G V  : S-A[i)\mo\ =  5_A(Ar)[mo]) implies {min{x G 5_A(Ar)[mo] : 
Z)stt(x)[mo] ^  e} =  m in {x  G 5_A(f)[mo] : Dstfc(x)[mo] ^  e}). Therefore the system 
remains in S3 [mo].
Next assume the system is in state S4, (VAr G V  : (5_A(i)[moj ^  5_A(Ar)[mo]) implies 
(mfn{x G S_4.(Ar)[77io] : Dsti{x)\mo] 7^  e} 7^  mm{x G 5-A(f)[mo] : Dstfc(x)[mo] ^  e}) since 
id’s are guaranteed to be unique. The system remains in S4.
Lemma 2.7 Upon starting from an arbitrary state, the system reaches a state in I4 .
Proof: It will be proven that starting firom a state not equal to S3, the system will eventually 
reach the state S3 G Ia, We will then do the same for «4.
Assume that in the current state (3i,Ar G V  : (5-A(i)[mo| =  5_A(Ar)[moj) A (Ldri[mo] 
Ldrfc[mo])). Observe that the system is not in S3. Given that I i,  /g, and Iz stabilize, 
for any x in S_A(z)[mo], (Dst* (x) [mg] ^  e) A (Dstfe(x)[moj ^  e). Therefore, (Vx G V  : 
m in{x  G V  : Dst,(x)[mo] ^  e} =  m in{x  G V  : Dstfc(x)[mo] ^  e}. Hence, eventually 
(Ldr,[mo| =  Ldrfc[mo]). So, the system is in state S3.
Assume the system is not in state S4. Because (5_A(i)[moj ^  S_A(Ar)[mo]) it follows 
from I\, /g ,  and Iz tha t m in{x  G V  : Dst*(x)[mg] 7^  e} 5^  m in{x  G V  : Dstjt(x)[mg] e}. 
since id’s are unique. Eventually then we reach a state in S4. □
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Theorem 2.1 {Closure of The set o f states C is setf-stabUizxng under system execution. 
Proof: I i,  /g, I3  and I4  are self-stabilizing, thus it follows that level mo is self-stabilizing. 
It is easy then to construct an iterative proof from tuq to m  which shows that the com­
putation sequence must always be finite, by definition of mg. An simplistic indication 
that C is self-stabilizing is that mg must equal 1, otherwise level 1 simply would not con­
verge, which it is obviously does given the arguments provided in the previous lemmas. The 
proof is given by a  inductive hypothesis on the number of levels, thus C is self-stabilizing. □
Section 2.6 Complexity Analysis
The space complexity improvement of self-stabilizing hierarchical routing over non- 
hierarchical routing at a node is dependent on the definition of m and the area hierarchy, 
which will symbolized by A*. The best and worst case complexity are described below. 
Following the space complexity analysis is a  discussion of the time complexity needed by 
the algorithm to converge to a legitimate state.
The space complexity at node f E ^  is the total number of nodes on an l-intemal path 
from f for Z € 1 . . .  m. In the best case at single node, a node may only belong to 1 level 
with the other n  — 1 nodes being an additional area. In this instance a node may only need 
constant number of table entries, but the stretch factor in this case would likely be very 
high. The worst case at a  node results for a  node that belongs to m levels, results when 
m =  n and VA: E I .. .m  :| A k-\ |=  (| Ak |) — I. yielding a  complexity of 0(n^(Zogg(n))) 
summing up the storage needed for each of the levels, which is considerably worse than the 
adl pairs algorithm. The total average of the nodes in this case, does no better or worse, 
with 0 (n logzin)).
The optimal space complexity results when m =  Zogg(n) and | A i-i |=  (| A/ |)/2}, for 
Z E 1 .. .  m. Node identifiers can be stored in log n  bits, so in this case the space complexity 
yields (Zo^g(n))^, since each level requires Zogg(n) table entries.
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The analysis of these cases suggests that the best way to design A* is in a balanced way.
A drawback of this algorithm, is that in the worst case (worst definition of A*), the 
stretch factor is in fact unbounded. It is unbounded because it depends upon n, the number 
of nodes in the network, which can continually grow.
The time complexity of the algorithm can be determined by examining the longest delay 
(counted by the distance between nodes) before all pertinent information at a  node becomes 
correct. The time complexity is the same as the non-fault tolerant algorithms referenced.
Diameter[l] is the largest distance between any node in the network and the closest node 
in the most distant sub-areap]. Each node i  will update the Dst*(Ar)pj and lVzt^(k)p] entries 
for all nodes k €  S'_A(i)p] in 0{Diameter[l]) time. All invalid entries will be removed firom 
the 1-Ievel routing table in 0(Max-Diam[l]) time.
As previously noted, it must be assumed that MaxS>iam[l] > Diameter[l]. Thus, an 
I-Ievel routing table will stabilize in 0{MaxJDiam\l\) time and the algorithm will stabilize 
in 0(X)/^i MaxJDiam[l]) time.
The self-stabilizing hierarchical routing algorithm presented here will converges to a 
valid state in 0(X)/^i Max-Diam[l]), if no faults occur. Since all Diameter[l] are 0(n), 
the will have the time complexity will be 0 {mn) in a fault-firee network.
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SELF-STABHJZING COMPACT ROUTING
This chapter presents several compact routing algorithms for fault-tolerant distributed 
systems using the paradigm of self-stabilization. Self-stabilization guarantees to eventu­
ally satisfy an legitimacy predicate given an arbitrary fault in the system. The proposed 
algorithms are simple, intuitive and can efficiently implemented with a  small amount of 
hardware.
Section 3.1 Previous Work
Given a set of destinations and a set of ports, a compact routing scheme reduces the 
size of the routing table at each node to less than ©(nlog(d)), where d  is the maximum  
degree is the network. As will be shown, if all destinations are stored locally the scheme uses 
0 (n  log(d)). A  simple routing modification of the routing table data structure can improve 
the average storage requirements of a all-pairs routing algorithm (i.e. Dijkstra’s well known 
shortest path algorithm). Modify the routing table so that each entry corresponds to a 
channel ct rather than a. v E V. Each table entry t  is associated with a list of intervals 
of form [a, 6], such that all destinations contained in [a, 6] use each channel C(. However, 
this modification does not improve the asymptotic space complexity of a destination based 
routing algorithm, since it is possible for many intervals to be associated with a single 
channel.
The two compact routing schemes that have received to most attention in research 
are interval routing and prefix routing. Interval routing (IR) was introduced by Santoro 
and Khatib [5]. IR is essentially the idea illustrated in the preceding paragraph, with the 
exception that the nodes are labeled in a ordered way that facilitates a low space complexity.
27
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IR defines an interval as a set of consecutive integers. Each, port is assigned an interval. A 
router finds the port used to forward a message by finding which port is labeled with the 
interval the destination id is contained within.
Interval Routing assumes that an Interval Labeling Scheme (ILS) is given. An ILS can 
be described as a 1-to-l function P  firom v E V —> n  G H .
A Interval Routing Scheme (1RS) consists of two components. First, an input ILS. 
Secondly, for each processor i, each a. in the set of ports V{i) of i  are each labeled with an 
interval (a, 6) such that the set of intervals contained in V(i) is pairwise disjoint and covers 
[I, n].
Several additional requirements on the definition of the interval routing scheme have 
proven useful. Fredrickson and Janardan studied the class of strict interval routing schemes
[8]. A strict interval routing scheme is one where no interval label of processor i  contains the 
node label of i. Linear Interval Routing Schemes was introduced by Bakker, van Leeuwen, 
and Tan [9]. A linear interval routing scheme (LIRS) is a interval routing scheme where 
intervals are not allowed to 'wrap-around'. More formally, for all intervals (a,b) of any 
processor i, a <b. Much research has been done in the area of linear interval routing. It 
has been shown that graph G has an optimal LIRS iff G is an outerplanar graph or G is 
K 4 . [11]. It is intuitively clear that all graphs have an 1RS, though the path may not be 
optimal, as shown in [5].
Prefix Routing was introduced by Bakker, von Leeuwen, and Tan [12]. They have given 
an optimal Prefix Routing algorithm for a tree and given some proofs on which graphs allow 
a optimal prefix routing scheme. Prefix Routing is closely related to Interval Routing. The 
idea is to label the node and ports with strings rather than integers as is used in interval 
routing. In their scheme, the port to use when forwarding a message is chosen by finding 
the longest port label that has the destination label as a prefix.
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Section 3.2 Model And Notations
Each node is given a hardcoded, non-corruptible identifier which is assumed to be unique. 
It is assumed each node knows the identifiers of which nodes are its neighbors. Additionally, 
nodes are allowed to be labeled with a corruptible variable labeli which is a logical address. 
Such a network is often referred to as a  relabelable network.
The distributed system is modeled as an undirected, arbitrary graph G=(V, E) consist­
ing of a set of nodes V and a set of edges E. u €  V is ém infinite state processor and E 
is the set of links between and Vy. A link between two nodes indicates that they are 
neighbors. We use the notation crashy to indicate link (f,j) has failed and crash; to indi­
cate processor i  has failed. It is assumed a self-stabilizing algorithm exists underlying the 
protocols that updates an input variable Nbrsi. Nhrsi continually satisfies three conditions:
(i) : j  €  Nbnrsi :: (-icrashy) A (-icrashj)}, (ii) i  0  Nbrsi, (iii) [ j e  iVftrs* = z G Nbrsj}.
We use the notation LocalJSeti to indicate {N brS i  U  { z } } .
Each link may be assigned a  label I s.t. I E W. We use linkij to indicate the label 
of edge (z,i), and C to indicate the set of all {z €  G ,j E Nbrsi : linkij} a t node i. 
This system is an asynchronous network of processors that communicate through a shared 
memory mechanism. The set of variables a t processor i  is divided into two classes : field 
and local variables. Field variables may be read by a neighbor processor, but only written 
to by processor i. Local variables of processor i  may only be read and written to by i. 
The convention will adopted that variables are field variables unless specifically indicated 
as local.
A local state of processor z as a  description of the variables and program counter of z. 
A global state is the set of all local states. A computation step is the atomic execution of a 
statement at a single processor. A computation is a  sequence of computation steps.
The program at each node appears in the following form:
^  S; ^  . . .  ^  S j i  ^ .
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It is assumed each node has a  program counter. Programs run in an infinite loop, i.e. 
execution of statement < Sn > sets the program counter to statement < si > . Statement 
are executed atomically. A node can read the states of its neighbors and write to its local 
memory in an atomic step. A scheduler exists, following the weak assumption of Distributed 
Demon.
The routing algorithms in this chapter make use of a pseudo code convention to show 
how messages are routed in the network. It is assumed that a  lower layer of the network 
design handles issues of message verification and delivery. We use the following simple 
conventions for node i  E G:
Send {msg,dest.j) send message to nbr address j  of i  for destination address dest. 
Deliver (msg) deliver message at node i.
Receive (msg, dest) receive message at node i for logical address dest.
Several of the algorithms use that each connected component of the graph holds a 
spanning tree 7” =  (V,E'). This tree is built by a underlying self-stabilizing tree layer. 
Many self-stabilizing algorithms for spanning tree exist [17]. The following notations are 
used for T .
p(i) parent of node i  in "T.
Root id of the root of T .
Depth(T~) height of T , Depth(Root) =  0.
Depth(i E T )  height of node i  in T .
Section 3.3 Fault Model
A problem specification S V  is a description of objectives. A legitimacy predicate CP 
for protocol 7^  is a list of boolean predicates specified with respect to global state of V, that 
when satisfied, invariantly satisfies S V  in all computations of V. Protocol V  is said to be 
self-stabilizing if the following two conditions hold invariantly:
Convergence: Starting from an arbitrary global state, any computation of V  reaches a global
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state such that CP is satisfied within a  finite amount of time.
Closure: Any computation step taken while CV is satisfied leaves CV satisfied.
It is assumed there exists a  certain point in time when faults will stop occurring for 
a sufficient finite period to allow stabilization the algorithms presented. The following 
exceptional events are listed below as a  defining a  unreliable topology.
Permanent failure o f links A link between two nodes may simply fail-stop.
Temporarily unavailable links A link may become unavailable for a  short rate due to main­
tenance purposes, excessive transmission error, or other malfunction.
Transient Node Faults A node’s state may become subject to internal perturbations that 
leave its state inconsistent with its program execution.
Node Crash A node may permanently become inactive with respect to other nodes.
Links and Nodes joining the system A new link may join the system and a previously failed 
link may become operational again. A new node or previously crashed node may be 
added to the system.
A fault model that tolerates only transient node faults, is defined as as a reliable topology. 
An unreliable topology allows dynamic change of the network topology. Since dynamic 
additions of nodes and links are allowed, the topology can become arbitrary. As observed in 
Section 3.1, compact routing schemes are typically not well-defined on all topologies, which 
is problematic in constructing fault-tolerant compact routing schemes. However, observe 
that if we were to tenuously assume that no links are added to the system (most importantly, 
those that would increase the maximum degree of the network), the network topology would 
become limited to a subset of the original graph, which is a strong restriction. For example.
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a graph G  that is a  ring in the absence of any fault, may become a subgraph G' of G that is 
degree bounded by 2 in our fault model, if no links are added. This observation is followed 
a step further. It is pointed out here that the intent in this chapt^ is instead of assuming 
that no links can be added, it is assumed that maximum degree possible D for a  node in 
topology is known a priori. As a  practical example, a  ring topology may add nodes, add 
links and have nodes and links crash, but it is not expected to violate the degree bound of 
2. I t is clearly desirable that D not be of an overly excessive value, since for most compact 
routing schemes, for example prefix routing, ï> is closely related to the memory complexity 
of the protocol. If the bound of D is illegally violated, it is assumed that a detection of this 
event will occur. The behavior in this situation of the compact routing algorithms in this 
paper is undefined.
Section 3.4 Compact Routing in Fundamental Topologies
Van Leeuwen and Tan [10] have shown that although for every graph there exists a  1RS, 
it may not be the optimal scheme for that graph. Several popular topologies have optimal 
schemes, thus it is worthwhile to consider IR on these topologies. Santoro and Khatib gave 
proof of the existence of an optimal 1RS for a  tree and for a  ring [5]. Additionally, optimal 
IR algorithms have been found for hypercube, torus, grid, and a variety of other topologies. 
Since there remains work to be done with fault-tolerant interval routing however, it is 
desirable to investigate this area.
One of the most simple topologies is a  ring. Rings are a useful topology for control 
mechanisms (such as bandwidth arbitration). Compact routing optimally on a ring is much 
simpler to implement than on many other topologies, so it gives a good first example of a 
fault-tolerant compact routing algorithm. First a  few preliminary  definitions are necessary.
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Section 3.4.1 Interval Routing Preliminaries
The 1RS given in this chapter uses cyclic intervals. An cyclic interval [a, h) is defined as:
[a, a 4 -1 ,. .. ,  6 — 1] if a < 6
[0 ,...,  6 — 1, a ,. . . ,  iV — I] if a >  6
Definition 3.2 Given a set of labels A: is defined as:
Tnin(x E C) i f  k  = max{x E C)
m in(x E C\x > k) i f  k  ^  max{x E C)
C f ^ k  indicates the ‘next’ member in sorted, cyclic sequence of C starting from k.
Definition 3.3 An ILS is valid if each node has a unique label in [0, n  — 1].
Definition 3.4 A path for an 1RS is a sequence of adjacent nodes v o ,v \ , . . . ,d  s.t for each
Vi, labeld in contained in some interval in C(vi).
Definition 3.5 An 1RS is vcdid if:
1. Vi G G, £  is pairwise disjoint and covers [0,n — 1].
2. Vd, Vs G G there exists a unique path from s to d.
Definition 3.5 An 1RS is an optimal-path 1RS if for each d E G, for each s E G, there 
exists a only a minimum-hop path from d  to s.
Section 3.4.2 Self-Stabilizing Compact Routing Algorithm for 2-degree Bounded Graphs
It is assumed the graph is bidirectional. Leeuwen and Tan [6] have shown that optimal 
ILS exists for a ring. However this algorithm is not fault-tolerant. Here is constructed a
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fault tolerant algorithm with a  modified, self-stabilizing version of the scheme of Leeuwen 
and Tan. This scheme is designed for an unreliable topology, therefore I? =  2 and it follows 
that once proven correct, the scheme works for any 2-degree bounded graph.
The optimal ILS for 2-degree bounded graph is a  monotonie ILS. To create such a 
labeling in a  self-stabilizing way intuitively requires a  initial starting point upon which 
others nodes will follow. For this a  spanning tree T  is used, since many algorithms for 
leader election and spanning tree exist. T  is used to elect the leaf node that has minirmiTn 
id  of any leaf node, hereto refereed as the leader. This node is the best choice to start a 
monotonie ILS for a  connected component of G.
The labeling of the ports is achieved by a  consistent orientation of the intervals. Note 
if the graph is a  tree then the intervals for a  node with two edges may be of drastically 
unequal sizes.
Section 3.4.2.1 Variables
lidi id of the leaf in subtree of i, or N IL  if i is the root.
Idr, id of leaf with m inim um  id value.
Merely to create a  simpler presentation of the algorithm, n , is used to indicate the 
number of nodes in the connected component that node i  belongs to. Clearly, computation 
of Us is trivial given T~. We also c(i) to indicate the child of node i  in T". c(i) is undefined 
is i is the root, and N IL  is z is a  leaf.
Section 3.4.2 2 Labeling Module
Si: { Elect the leader }
If (z =  root)
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lidi, làfi :=  N IL , rnin{{lidj : j  6  NbrSi :: (p(j) =  i)} U {oo}); 
Else If (c(t) =  N IL )  
lidi, l d r i ~ i ,
Else
lidi, Idri := lidc(i),
S2: { Label the nodes } 
lf(z =  Wrf) 
labeli 0;
Else If (Idri G Nbrsi And c(z) ^  Wr,) 
labeli :=  zis — 1;
Else If (labeli ^  min(labelj : j  G Nbrsi) -I- 1)
ZoAeZ, :=  min(labelj : j  G NbrSi) 4- 1;
S3: { Label the edges }
If (Bx G Nbrsi : labelx =  labeli 4-n 1)
ZznA:^ : := labeli 4-n, 1;
S4:
If (n, =  n And 3y G Nbrsi : labely =  ZafieZ* —„ 1)
:=  Za6eZ,- 4-n, ;
Else If (3y G Nbrsi : labely =  Za6eZj —„ 1)
l i n k i y  := 0;




If (dest =  labeli)




Send (msg,dest) to j  G [<fest,£ i)- dest);
End
Section 3.4.2 2 Correctness Proof For 2-degree Bounded Algorithm
The proof of correctness use the convergence stair method. Convergence stair is
an inductive procedure that shows that C„ is self-stabilizing follows from (Vng : ng < n  :
£ng is set f  — stabilizing}. A few additional notations for G  are introduced for the proofe.
M L  m inim um  leaf id in 7”.
Leaf(i) id the leaf in the subtree of i  in T.
Ga an arbitrary connected component of G.
A sense o f direction must be defined to prove the correctness of "RX, even though the
algorithm does not need an orientation. Consider the following definitions;
Definition 3.6 It is said that a  path is monotonie if there exists a  sequence of adjacent 
nodes vq, v\ , . . . ,V x : =  labelo- +„ I. The direction of increasing labels is a
monotonie increasing direction. A path in the opposite direction is called a monotonie 
decreeing direction.
The problem specification S V  is defined as : Given a 2-degree bounded graph, construct 
a valid, optimal-path 1RS (see Section 3.4.1). The next step is to defined legitimacy predi­
cate C and show that when satisfied, it must satisfy SV . Refer to Section 3.2 if necessary.
I i  =  {Vi E G : i  ^  Root :: lidi =  LeafÇi)}.
Z2 =  Xi A {Vi G G : Idri =  M L}.
X3 =  I 2 A Each Gs forms a monotonie path.
Z =  7; A Vi G G : vy G N brSi :: VA; G [linkij, C J) lin k ij)  j  is on a optimal path from i to k.
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C f t x—X
Lemma 3.1 Eventually, Xi converges and Idrjtoot equals M L .
Proof: The proof is done using induction on the height of T".
The base step is shown by observing that 51 is the only statement that modifies 
lid. Clearly if node z is a  leaf, then lidi = i  follows from the rules. Next assume that 
{VAr : 0 <  Arg <  <  depth(T) :: ((i E T) A (depth(i) =  Ar)) =*- (lick = Eeaf(i))}. It is
claimed that {Vz E "T : depth(i) =  Asg :: (lidi — Leaf(i))}  follows. Node i  can only have one 
child in this instance, and chooses lidi of this child with depth equal to A% -I- 1. No other 
statements modify lidk. All nodes of T  belong a subtree of the Root by definition of T . The 
lemma follows from the induction hypothesis. □
Lemma 3.2 I \  is closed under system execution.
Proof: Assume that Zf holds. Then for each subtree T  of the root, each node i E T  has 
the same value for lidk and cannot assign a different value from its own by definition of T . □
Lemma 3.3 Eventually, for each i  in G, Idri =  M L. (Xz converges)
Proof: The proof is done using induction on the height of T .
The base step follows from Lemma 3.1. Next assume that {VAr : 0 <  Ar <  Arg <  depth(T) :: 
((i E G[) A (depth(i) =  Ar)) =>- (Idri = M L)}. We claim that {Vz E T  : depth(i) =  Arg :: 
lidi — M L}  follows. Node i  in this instance, chooses the Idr of a  parent p  with depth(p) 
equal to Arg +  1. No other statements modify Zdr,-. The lemma follows from the induction 
hypothesis. □
Lemma 3.4 Xz is closed under system execution.
Proof: Similar to the proof of Lemma . □
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Definition 3.7 Let LM P(s)  be form the longest monotonie path P  of G, with the prop­
erty that all labels in P  are less than G, \  P . Let LM ax(s) be the node with the largest 
label in LM P{s).
It will shown th a t LM P(s) is a  path that has in fact stabilized. The following step will 
be to show that eventually the length of L M P (s)  must continually increase to include all of 
Gs- Observe that we cannot choose simply the longest monotonie path because there may 
exist an adjacent node that destroys the monotonicity.
Lemma 3.5 I f  k  €  Gs and k  0  LM P{s), then eventually labelk > LMctx(s).
Proof: Let P  =  L M P (s). First observe that Vx g  P  that labelx is closed under system 
execution. M L  has only one assignment statement by Xi. i E P  unequal to M L  cannot 
increase its value of labeli by definition of P .
Let U =  G i\P . l iU  = (j> then of course we are done. Let M Val =  min{labelx : x  G G,-). 
Let M =  {x : labelx =  M Val}. v E M  must increase M Val, and thus in this case M V al 
remains non-decreasing. Each v  0  M , cannot decrease the value M Val, and therefore in 
this case again M V al remains non-decreasing. Each v E M  must increase M Val, therefore 
M Val remains increasing. It follows that {Vx E U,Vy E P  : labelx > labely}. □
Lemma 3.7 Eventually, all nodes in each Gs E G  converge to form a monotonie path (I 3 ). 
Proof: The proof is on induction on the length of LM P(s).
The base case is trivial, since only one assignment statement may execute for M L. 
Assume that the length of LM P{s) is &o >  0. Let u  be the node adjacent to LM ax(s) 
that is not in L M P (s). Then LM ax(s) must be the smallest value in LocalSetu by Lemma 
3.6 . In fact, eventually by Lemma 3.6, all nodes not in LMP(s)  must have labels greater 
than fco- Therefore, u's conditional assignment to labels = label[,mox(s) +  1 is true, and 
eventually u is on a  monotonie path to M L. The length of LMP(s)  is now at least Atq -f-1.
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Lemma 3.8 X3 is closed under system execution.
Proof: Follows the fact that only M L  or a  node with a  frond edge to M L  can have an 
assignment statement execute infinitely. □
Lemma 3.9 (Cfn)  => (S V  is sa tisfit.)
Proof:
It must be shown V  for 'RX cover [l,n] and are pairwise disjoint. The former clearly 
follows from the definition of H as a  function defined over all of [l,n]. The proof of the 
latter follows from j)- defined as a many-to-one function.
That ÙRX holds indicates that a  optimal, unique path between all nodes, satisfying the 
remainder of the definition of a valid, optimal 1RS (see Section 3.4.1). □
Lemma 3.10 I  converges.
Proof:
case ~Li G is a ring:
Assume by contradiction that an 1RS path is longer than optimal. We have shown that 
X  is pairwise disjoint. By the rules, the monotonie increasing direction must contain only 
labels of the form [labeli +-« 1 , labeli -f- ( jJ )  by definition of H, the monotonie decreasing 
direction must contain only labels of the form [labeli 4- [ j J , labeli +n 1). Thus, it is obvious 
that packets can only proceed in one direction. Then it must use a  port with an interval 
size greater than the diameter of the ring. Hence, a  contradiction is obtained by inspection 
of the intervals at node i  defined above, 
case G is not a ring:
Similar to case 1. □
Lemma 3.11 X is closed under system execution.
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Proof: Obvious from the rules. □
Theorem 3.1 R X  is self-stabHizing.
Section 3.4.4 Compact Routing Algorithm For Hypercubes
Another useful topology is a  hypercube. Hypercubes have the advantage of both mod­
erate degree and diameter and are commonly used in VLSI multi-processor design.
This section gives a  fault-tolerant compact routing algorithm hereto referred to as CH 
for a d dimensional hypercube. CH is self-stabilizing, routes using the optimal route, and 
uses constant amount of space after it has self-stabilized locally (which is easily checkable 
locally), assuming a reliable topology, refer to Section 3.3. Lan [14] has given a fault-tolerant 
algorithm for routing in hypercubes for an unreliable topology which which tolerates up to d 
faults. His algorithm is not self-stabilizing, and does not always use optimal paths, however. 
It is observed that his algorithm does not label the nodes, instead assuming that they are 
hard-coded. In this section a self-stabilizing labeling algorithm for hypercubes is presented, 
and can easily be combined with Lan’s routing algorithm. CH is primarily based on the 
‘bit flipping’ algorithm. The basic idea is that each node of the hypercube differs from 
each of its neighbors by a  single bit only. Nodes can route to each other using an exclusive 
or operation to decide the next node on a optimal path to the destination. The original 
source node creates a  tag for the message by performing an exclusive or of its label and 
the destination label. An dimensional link is a link that connects to nodes that differ in 
the z'*^  bit position only. A node x  receiving a message, sends by randomly choosing a bit 
position k such that the message tag t  and labelx differ in bit k. It sets bit position k  of 
tag t to 0 and sends via the k^^ dimensional link. The fundamental idea of the execution 
of our algorithm is to utilize a  leader denoted Idri of the hypercube. Many self-stabilizing 
algorithms for leader election exist. The leader selects its own label to be 0. Each neighbor
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of the leader uses its id value in comparison with the Nbrs  of the leader to select a unique
bit position to set to 1. All other nodes in the hypercube use an inclusive or operation
of a subset its Nbrs set to select their label. A difficulty in the algorithm is to prevent a
faulty hypercube to continually performing an OR using faulty values. To overcome this
problem, a  local variable is maintained that is consistent with a breadth-first search tree
that contains each node that has n  bits in its label in a  good state at level n  in the BFS.
The following notations are used for bit sequences:
X - iy  bitwise left SHIFT of x, y  positions to left.
X 0  y X and y  differ in exactly 1 bit position only. 
x o y  sets bit position y of x  to 0 .
Section 3.4.4.1 Variables and Macros 
dsti variable describing distance to root.
ORDERiU) {
returns the number of ids in Nbrsj greater than i;
}
t(%){
returns inclusive OR of Nbrsi having d <  d,-, 0 if no such two exist.
}
Section 3.4 4.2 Labeling Module
Si: { remove cycles from graph } 
if (z =  Idri) 
dsti := 0;
Else
dsti -■= min({dj + l : j  E Nbrs} U {D});
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S3: { Label the nodes }
If (i =  Idri) 
labeli :=  0;
Else If {Idri G Nbrsi)
labeli :=  H  {ORDERi{ldri));
Else
labeli := $(z);
Section 3.4.4 3 Routing Module 
SI:
Receive (msg, dest, tag)
Begin
If {dest = labeli)
Deliver (msg);
Else
Choose bit position k  of tag equal to 1.
Let j  equal the node on the dimensional lin k  from i.
Send {msg, dest, tag o k , j )
End
Section 3.4.5 Correctness Proofs for Hypercube Algorithm
The problem specification S V  is defined as : Given a  hypercube, construct a valid, 
optimal-path 1RS (see Section 3.4.1). To prove correctness, again the convergence stair 
method is used. Legitimacy predicate is given £  as follows:
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X\ =  {Vi E G, (i =  root A dj =  0) V (i ^  root Ad, =  min{dj +  1 : j  6  iV6rsi)}
Xz =  {Vi €  L oca lS etu n ^j €  Nbrsi : iahei; 0  labelj}.
X3 =  Z2 A {Vi € (r,Vy € Nhrsi : iahei, 0  label j  }
CcH = ^3
Lemma 3.11 Xi is closed under system execution.
Proof: Only one assignment statement may execute for Idr hence is closed. Assume Xi 
holds. Then for a node to assign a different value for its dst variable, it must have dsti > T>. 
A contradiction is obtained by considering a chain of nodes from the Idr all which must 
have no rule enabled. □
Lemma 3.12 Xi converges.
Proof:
The proof is similar to Lemma , using induction on the distance n from the Idr.
Let P  equal the set of nodes for which Xi holds and have dst value no more than any 
node in M  = G \ P .  Let P  has clearly stabilized by definition of P. Additionally observe 
that Idr trivially converges. It is straightforward to show that the smallest value in M  
continually increases past the highest value in P  as done in Lemma 3.6. Therefore, by an 
inductive hypothesis on the number of hops from the leader, X\ converges. □
Lemma 3.13 I 2 is self-stabilizing.
Proof: 'ik  € LocalSetidnj labelk can only be modified by one assignment statement, uncon­
ditionally executes, and depends only on id  variables. Thus, Xz converges and is closed. □
Lemma 3.14 X3  is closed under system execution.
Proof: Assume that X3  holds. labeliJn cannot change by definition of the rules. Pick arbi­
trary node X 5^  Wr,-. x  chooses two values from its neighbor set for an inclusive or operation
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given that they differ in two bits positions exactly. Therefore they must also in all other bit 
positions agree with labeli by definition of X2 and are therefore closed. For the 2 bit posi­
tions that disagree, the only possible result since they disagree is two I ’s of their inclusive 
or. Therefore X3 is closed. □
Lemma 3.15 X3 converges.
Proof: The proof is done using induction on the distance d from Idr. We use the notation 
LD st(x, d) to indicate node x  is of Tnininuim  distance d from Idr. Steps for d =  0 and d =  1 
are trivial.
Assume that X3 holds for all u 6  G with LDst(y, d) less than k. It is claimed that even­
tually X3 holds for V with LDst{v, d) equal to k. By considering the BPS tree constructed, 
i only chooses correct values from which to perform an inclusive OR upon. By definition 
of the hypercube bit labeling and the induction hypothesis, the two smallest values or’d 
always produce a label observing X3.
The lemma follows from the induction hypothesis. □
T heorem  3.2 CTi is self-stabilizing.
Section 3.4.5 Self-Stabilizing Compact Routing Algorithm For Arbitrary Topologies
Interval routing is an effective routing scheme for simple cyclic graphs like a  ring. Espe­
cially since it is has been shown in [12] that no optimal prefix algorithm exists for a graph 
containing a cycle of more than 4. But IR is well-known to have a number of disadvantages 
when applied to arbitrary topologies. Fault tolerance issues are not always well-addressed 
by interval routing schemes. For example, a  depth-first labeling scheme easily requires all 
nodes reassign labels in response to a single node or link failure.
Prefix Routing (PLS) was introduced by Bakker, von Leeuwen, and Tan [12] as an
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Improvement on the deficiencies of Interval Routing. A popular data structure used in 
interconnection network implementations, called a trie, utilizes exactly this idea for quick 
routing table lookup. The idea is to label the node and ports with strings. For each parent, 
each child picks a  unique symbol from an input alphabet ^  and extends its parent’s label 
by that symbol. The port label to a route a message to is the longest label containing a 
prefix of the message label. Essentially, the improvement of PLS over ILS comes from nsingr 
breath-first traversal rather than depth-first. In this way, only the subtree of i needs to 
recompute when i  or link (i,p(i)) fails.
Section 3.5.2.1 Variables and Macros
Xmy to indicates the string obtained by concatenating y  onto the end of x. e indicates 
the N I L  string. is a  set of symbols, containing V  unique elements. The notation ^ [i]  
indicates the element of ^2 | x  | indicates the size of string x.
•  PFX{x ,  y) indicates: if x is not a prefix of y returns e, else returns the string obtained 
by removing the maximal common prefix of x  and y  from x.
•  FRO M D ^EARC H i(dest) is a function returning the result of a  binary search of all 
frond edges of i for a frond edge a  containing the longest string S s.t. J  is a prefix of 
dest. If no frond edge exists that contains a prefix of dest, F R O N D SE A R C H iidest) 
returns e.
•  F IR STSYM i{d) returns the i such that first symbol of string d is equal to 52W*
• dfrondi indicates a local variable of node i, of type integer.
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Section 3.5.2 2 Labeling Module
This section gives a self-stabilizing version of the algorithm of Bakker, von Leeuwen, 
and Tan.
81: { label the nodes }
If (i =  root) 
labeli :=  e;
Else
labeli :=  label^i) •  ^[ORDERi{p{i))\);
82: { label the nodes }
For (Vj E Nhrsi) 
linkij :=  labelj;
Section 3.5.2 3 Routing Module
The routing algorithm is slightly optimized for quicker routing. By an abuse of notation, 
link  variables are used as an array such that all tree edges are stored in the first part of the 
array. Then is it possible to first binary search the frond edges only. If no suitable frond 
edge is foimd, then the algorithm indexes into the link  array to find the appropriate tree 
edge to use.
Note the correctness reasoning of any prefix routing algorithm follows from continually 




If {dest =  labeli)
Deliver (msg);
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Else
dfrondi :=  FRO ND .SEARCffiidest);
If (I PF X(dest, labeli) \ > ( PFX{dfrondi, labeli) |)
If (I labeli I >  I dest |)
Send (msg, dest) to labelp i^y.
Else
Send (msg,dest) to linki[FIRSTSYM{tstring)];
Else
Send (msg, dest) to dfrondi'.
End
Section 3.5.3 Proofe of Correctness for PR Algorithm
The problem specification is defined as: Given an arbitrary graph, construct a valid 
PLS. The convergence stair method is used as usual. Legitimacy predicate CV  as such:
X\ = each child of a  parent has a unique label
X2 =  A each child extends its parent by one symbol.
Z3 =  X2 A each packet eventually reaches its destination.
C P = X 3
It should be suflScient to state that Xi and X2  are self-stabilizing by an inductive hy­
pothesis. With this in mind, CP  is proven by only proving one lemma.
Lemma 3.16 Each packet using P R  eventually reaches its destination.
Proof:
Three possible cases are consider for node s sending to node d. 
case 1: d  is an ancestor of s
No frond edge of node s can contain a prefix of node d. Therefore dfrondi will equal e,
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and s sends using a  tree edge. Since all children of s extend the label of s, s  sends to its 
parent.
case 2: d is a descendant of s 
Similar to case 1.
case 3: d  is neither an ancestor or descendant of s
If s does not have a frond edge leading to a node z  which has d in its subtree then s 
will send to the root. Thus in this instance, case 3 reduces to case 2. If s does have a  frond 
edge to such a node z  then s  sends via this edge and again case 3 reduces to case 2. □
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